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I
The historical figures of Jane Shore and Edward II would have occupied the same conceptual
space in the minds of many early modern Londoners. Given the widespread popularity of the de
casibus tradition in English chronicle histories, both figures were well known for scandalous
court romances that violated sexual and class boundaries. Although the imaginatively recounted
histories of these two figures were numerous and circulated in complex, and potentially
contradictory, forms throughout the early modern period, this essay explores two instantiations in
which Jane Shore and Edward II occupy not only the same conceptual space but also the same
geographic space. Dating from the 1590s, the anonymous yet wildly popular ballad entitled ‘The
Woful Lamentation of Jane Shore’ offers a unique, albeit false, etymology of the northern suburb
of Shoreditch that emphasises the abject environmental conditions of the area’s principal ditch.1
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‘The Woful Lamentation of Jane Shore, A Goldsmith’s Wife, in London, sometime King Edward the Fourth’s
concubine, who for her wanton life, came to a miserable end: Set forth for the example of all lewd livers’. Euing
Ballads 395, University of Glasgow, English Broadside Ballad Archive,
http://ebba.english.ucsb.edu/ballad/32020/image. This ballad exists in a number of extant versions, one indication
among many of its enduring popularity throughout the early modern period. For a critical examination of the ballad
and its popularity, see James Harner, ‘“The Wofull Lamentation of Mistris Jane Shore”: The Popularity of an
Elizabethan Ballad’, Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 71 (1977), 137–49, especially pp. 139–41.
For a critical discussion of the general popularity of Jane Shore in Elizabethan England, see Samuel L. Pratt, ‘Jane

Christopher Marlowe’s The Troublesome Reign and Lamentable Death of Edward II (1594),
meanwhile, was likely first performed in Shoreditch at Burbage’s Theatre, also during the
1590s.2 Like ‘The Woful Lamentation’, Marlowe’s dramatic adaptation demonstrates an explicit
interest in the abject environmental conditions of the conspicuous ‘channels’ immediately
surrounding the play’s earliest performance location in London. This conceptual, spatial, and
temporal coincidence becomes more significant in light of the fact that the spectacular
punishments to which both Jane Shore and Edward II are subjected in these instantiations are
nearly identical: both die ignominiously in waste-laden sewers.
This essay proposes that recent historical scholarship on late medieval and early modern wastemanagement initiatives in London and other urban communities provides an appropriate frame of
reference for understanding the tactical revisions that ‘The Woful Lamentation’ and Marlowe’s
play make to their respective sources for three primary reasons.3 Firstly, the same medical
theories of body-environment interactions that informed these civic waste-management
initiatives also informed popular understandings of waste as a threat to public health; equally
significantly, particularly with respect to Marlowe’s Edward II, these same theories also
informed the dynamics of playgoing in London during the late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth
centuries.4 Secondly, the system of ‘cooperative sanitation’ upon which civic officials relied for
effective environmental regulation during the period in question firmly established an ideological
link between improperly disposed waste and social disorder.5 Finally, however, the
unprecedented population growth that London began to experience from the late-sixteenth
Shore and the Elizabethans: Some Facts and Speculations’, Texas Studies in Literature and Language, 11.4 (1970),
1293–306.
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(unless otherwise noted) are taken from Christopher Marlowe: The Complete Plays, ed. by Frank Romany and
Robert Lindsey (New York: Penguin Classics, 2003). So, too, are the brief references to any other Marlowe plays.
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century placed this long-standing system of ‘cooperative sanitation’ under increasing socioenvironmental strain. Coinciding with the city’s intensive urban and suburban growth, a notable
emergence occurs in popular ephemeral media of the period. Tactically occupying the same
discursive space as civic waste management regulations, these popular narratives begin to
imaginatively expose disorderly historical and fictional figures to the contemporary hazards of
sewage in early modern London.6 In so doing, however, they not only reaffirm the ideological
link between improperly disposed waste and social disorder; they also simultaneously explore
the socio-environmental issue of waste exposure on a collective, rather than individual, scale.
In Marlowe’s Edward II, for example, the deposed king’s subjection to the fecal matter of his
social inferiors is framed with references to the bodily harm that such noxious smells — in
accordance with miasmic theories — would have caused ‘any man’, not just a ‘king brought up
so tenderly’ (25.5–6). Marlowe’s play, moreover, puts the ideological, moralistic framework of
civic waste-management initiatives under particular pressure insofar as the hazards of early
modern sewers are represented both as a symptom of social disorder (primarily through the
figure of Edward II) and as a cause of civic unrest. The play’s extensive staging of exposure to
waste would have been especially forceful from an historical-phenomenological perspective, I
argue, for the play’s earliest audiences at Burbage’s Theatre in Shoreditch — especially in light
of the fact that Marlowe repeatedly calls attention to the porous material boundaries between the
stage space of the play and the wider, environmentally hazardous spaces of late-Elizabethan
London.
From a theoretical perspective, this essay relies on the distinction between ‘strategic’ and
‘tactical’ uses of urban space that Michel de Certeau has identified in his seminal The Practice of
Everyday Life.7 Strategies, according to Certeau, are attempts to exert or extend control over a
place; they are motivated from positions of relative power and, in the historical context of early
modern London, might include civic ordinances regulating waste disposal, Tudor-Stuart royal
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This claim is supported by a substantial number of moralizing early modern broadside ballads, which include ‘A
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proclamations against new building, and even the construction of the Theatre. Spatial strategies,
in Certeau’s analysis, intend to serve as testaments to the triumph of ‘place over time’.8
Tactics, by comparison, are motivated from positions of relative weakness. These always occur
‘within the space of the other’ and, significantly, depend on an opportunistic seizing of the
moment in relation to a given place or space for their cultural efficacy.9 The two principal works
analysed in this essay suggest that the tactical seizure of the moment was one that ephemeral
early modern ballads and theatrical performances were well prepared to effect. Through an
extended analysis of the subtle yet significant changes that both ‘The Woful Lamentation’ and
Marlowe’s Edward II introduce into the respective ‘histories’ of Jane Shore and Edward II, this
essay illuminates the spatial tactics that each of these works respectively deploys in relation to
the collective problematic of hazardous sewage exposure in Shoreditch during the 1590s. While
‘The Woful Lamentation’ depends primarily on its false etymology and salient contemporary
descriptions of the principal ditch in Shoreditch, the spatial tactics of Marlowe’s play include
leveraging miasmic theories of body-environment interaction and drawing repeated attention to
the porous material boundaries between Burbage’s Theatre and the network of sewers
immediately surrounding the play’s first performance location. Furthermore, insofar as the
spatial tactics of Edward II rely on contemporary theories of body-environment interaction in
order to draw attention to a socio-environmental issue of collective concern, this reading of
Marlowe’s play seeks to put the scholarly project of historical phenomenology into a timely
dialogue with early modern ecocriticism.
Since its inception approximately fifteen years ago, historical phenomenology has reinvigorated
critical approaches to understanding early modern drama’s multifaceted relationship to the
historically situated and socially constructed body.10 Recently, two scholars working in this
critical vein, Holly Dugan and Hristomir Stanev, have focused on the extensive use of olfactory
language on the early modern stage.11 Drawing attention to the unique, historical conditions of
Renaissance dramatic performances, Stanev has argued that ‘[r]eferences to smells were meant
not only to evoke the materiality of [the] stage and the bodies of the actors and spectators, but
significantly expanded drama’s means of incorporating and probing into the material foundations
8
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of city life’ as well.12 In the social context of performances at private indoor theaters, which
catered to wealthier spectators, both Stanev and Dugan demonstrate that olfactory language
could serve as a powerful marker and constructor of spatialised social difference. For Stanev,
audiences that frequented plays performed at St. Paul’s — which seems to have enjoyed an
enviable reputation as the sweetest smelling theater in Jacobean London — would have been
particularly receptive to language of olfaction that dramatised hazardous exposures within the
environmentally and morally degraded metropolis. For Dugan, performances of Coriolanus at
the Blackfriars theatre would have been especially powerful for early modern audiences from an
olfactory perspective, given the play’s discourse of ‘rank and rankness’ and the proximity of the
Blackfriars to the noxious Fleet River/Ditch.
Following a critical approach that shares substantial affinities with those of Dugan and Stanev,
this essay analyses the late-Elizabethan play most emphatically concerned with sewage and its
dual threat to the body and body politic. Like those Renaissance dramas that Stanev and Dugan
have analysed, Marlowe’s play tactically deploys olfactory language at key moments in order to
highlight the material hazards of human waste within the dramatic narrative of the play and in
the surrounding landscape in late-Elizabethan London. Significantly, however, exposure to waste
is not merely represented as an olfactory experience in Edward II; rather, it proves to be a multisensory, spatially determined experience for many of the play’s characters and its earliest
audiences alike — in ways that previously published interpretations of the signification of
sewage in the play have yet to consider. In light of the fact that Burbage’s Theatre was the first
purpose-built playhouse in early modern London, moreover, and in light of the fact that
Marlowe’s play explicitly calls attention to the porous material boundaries between the initial
stage space of the play and the sewers immediately surrounding Burbage’s Theatre in Shoreditch,
Finsbury, and Moorfields, this essay ultimately argues that Edward II offers a representative
example of Renaissance drama’s unique ability — given historically situated beliefs concerning
disease-transmission and body-environment interactions — to mediate certain urban ecological
and public health concerns facing the collective population of London during the late-sixteenth
and early-seventeenth centuries.
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II
The recent body of historical scholarship on late medieval and early modern urban waste
management policies and practices provides an important frame of reference for understanding
both the material and ideological dimensions of waste in the cultural imaginary of early modern
Londoners, as well as the tactical changes ‘The Woful Lamentation’ and Edward II introduce
into the respective discursive histories of Jane Shore and Edward II. Notably, this same body of
scholarship has also identified a marked increase in the persecution of individuals who violated
civic ordinances concerning the proper and orderly disposal of waste throughout the seventeenth
century.13 In London, from the late-sixteenth century onward, this growing concern was
obviously and directly tied to the socio-environmental consequences of the city’s explosive,
arguably unsustainable, growth.14 Insofar as ‘The Woful Lamentation’ and Marlowe’s Edward II
tactically engage the issue of collective exposure to sewers in the decade immediately leading up
to the cultural emergence of the modern, principally cloacal understanding of the term ‘sewer’
(which in the OED is linked to the 1605 jurisdictional expansion of the ‘Commission of the
Sewers’ Act under James I), this essay suggests that ‘The Woful Lamentation of Jane Shore’ and
Marlowe’s Edward II participated in the cultural emergence of the modern understanding of the
term; they also arguably participated in the increasingly severe punishments meted out by civic
and royal officials in attempts to preserve public health in the precarious midst of extensive
suburban development, population growth, and attendant environmental degradation.
In his analysis of fourteenth-century waste management (and related public health) policies, N. J.
Ciecieznski has demonstrated that these initiatives represent ‘the practical application’ of widely
held beliefs concerning the material transmission of diseases. As Ciecieznski writes, premodern
miasmic theories demonstrated an ‘environmentally-based understanding of disease that focused
mainly on the smell of the air and water’.15 In an overdetermined sense, noxious smells were
held to be both a cause and a sensible symptom of corrupted or infected air and water. Thus, for
example, Edward III issued a writ in 1355 concerning the environmental degradation of the foss
(or moat) surrounding Fleet Prison, which identified two causes ‘to fear’ for the health of the
13
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Fleet prisoners: ‘by reason of the infection of the air, and the abominable stench which there
prevails, many of those there imprisoned are often affected with various diseases and grievous
maladies’.16 The ensuing inquisition report identifies the primary culprits of the ‘infection of the
air’ and the ‘abominable stench’ as nearly a dozen privies, which had been built by area residents
for individual convenience despite the collective health threat they posed to the prisoners and
other nearby residents.17 According to Ciecieznski, city-cleaning initiatives such as Edward III’s
1355 writ, dating from mid-fourteenth century London, were motivated by an urgent desire to
prevent any further plague outbreaks, due to the fact that miasmic theories causally linked the
corruption of waste and wastewater to the corruption or infection of the surrounding air, which in
turn caused the plague.18 Furthermore, in Dolly Jørgenson’s analysis of Sir John Harington’s
Metamorphosis of Ajax — which notably dates from the 1590s alongside ‘The Woful
Lamentation’ and Edward II — she argues that miasmic understandings of noxious smells were
widely circulating in late-Elizabethan London in relation to public perceptions of the health
threat of excess or improperly disposed waste.19 Thus, miasmic theories not only informed civic
initiatives to regulate waste management from the fourteenth century onward; they also informed
popular understandings of excess or improperly disposed waste as a threat to public health in
late-Elizabethan London.
In her related research into the waste management initiatives and practices in the smaller urban
communities of Norwich, York, and Coventry, Jørgenson has also analysed the ideological basis
for the deep-seated association between excess waste and disorderly behaviour. First, civic
officials were committed to providing basic sanitation services to residents because such services
aligned with ‘visions of good governance’ in the period, which comprised a dual consideration of
the ‘common weal’ and civic godliness.20 Because decaying human and non-human waste
threatened the bodily health of urban residents, regardless of whether the waste was rotting in the
streets or in roadside ditches or gutters, such waste threatened the ‘common weal’ and therefore
became a target of social reform.21 These civic initiatives also conformed to the vision of civic
16
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godliness. Jørgenson cites a number of Norwich council records indicating that its members
viewed their statutes as both ‘goode and godly’. Such ‘goode and godly’ statutes were contrasted
with ‘disobedient’ and ‘yll-disposed persons’ who violated those statutes and were accused of
acting ‘contrarie to all good rule of the Citee’.22
Secondly, from a more environmentally oriented perspective, early modern civic officials
understood waste disposal and urban drainage systems holistically: the failure to keep streets
clean and pavements ‘well pavid’ led to increased rubbish or waste matter in road-side gutters or
channels. In the event of a subsequent rainstorm, this could lead to flooding in the streets or the
‘pester[ing]’ of the nearby common river.23 In order to keep this holistic system functioning in a
proper, orderly manner, civic governments employed a system of ‘cooperative sanitation’. This
system relied on the municipal provision of basic technologies of waste management, such as the
creation of designated pits for waste disposal outside the walls of the town or city as well as the
service of removing such waste on a regular basis, but it also required the cooperation of
(potentially uncooperative) individuals to function properly.24 For example, residents were
commonly prohibited from sweeping debris from their streets, or emptying the waste contents of
their private latrines, directly into roadside gutters. Despite such prohibitions, however, both the
emptying of latrines and sweeping of rubbish directly into roadside gutters, especially just prior
to rainstorms, appear to have been frequent occurrences.25 On a number of fronts, then,
Jørgenson’s research identifies the deep-seated ideological link between improperly disposed
waste and disorderly individual behavior in late-medieval and early modern civic wastemanagement initiatives.
Furthermore, although the term ‘sewer’ strictly connoted the holistic environmental drainage
system as described in Jørgenson’s analysis through the end of the sixteenth century, the term
also begins to take on its modern, principally cloacal connotation in the first decade of the
seventeenth century, especially in London.26 While the 1531 ‘Commissions of Sewers’ Act

of such theories — including how they inform John Harington’s Metamorphosis on Ajax — in her essay ‘Ajax,
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issued in the reign of Henry VIII cites recent ‘outrageous Flowings, Surges, and Course of the
Sea, in and upon Marshgrounds and other low Places’ as its raison d’être, the 1605 expansion of
the Act under James I is much more narrowly focused on non-navigable waterways — ‘Ditches,
Banks, Gutters, Sewers’ — within two miles of London (emphasis added).27 The justification for
this 1605 expansion is stated simply enough: ‘the Hurts, Annoyances, and Inconveniences now
by daily Experience felt and found in those Places’.28 Following on the heels of royal
proclamations against new building in June 1602 and March 1605, the expansion of the
Commission of Sewers Act is likewise concerned with the perceived perils of dramatically
increased population density in early Jacobean London.29
These concerns seem to have been widely felt. In his analysis of waste disposal practices in late
medieval and early modern London, Ernest Sabine identifies a growing controversy concerning
the public-health perils of improperly disposed waste — particularly in public channels, ditches,
and sewers — dating from the first years of the seventeenth century.30 Sabine’s analysis also
suggests that public concern over the hazards of excess or improperly disposed channel waste
seems to have been most pressing in marginal suburban locations beyond the City wall.31 In light
of their tactical engagements with collective waste exposure, and in their prominent staging of
abject ditches and channels as sites appropriate for the punishment of disorderly individuals,
‘The Woful Lamentation’ and Marlowe’s Edward II evidently register, and in turn helped further
generate, this growing public concern over the public health perils of excess waste in early
modern London — especially in relation to suburban Shoreditch.

III
In his extensive analysis of the complex relationship between ‘The Woful Lamentation of Jane
Shore’ and prior instantiations of the historical legend in early modern England, James Harner
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claims that the anonymous ballad was likely composed between 1592 and 1600, soon after either
the earliest public performances of Thomas Heywood’s 1 & 2 Edward IV or its first quarto
publication, the latter of which occurred in 1599.32 Harner’s evidentiary basis for this claim is
that the ballad duplicates a number of features otherwise unique to Heywood’s sentimentalised
version of the Jane Shore legend: the use of Christian names for Shore and his wife (i.e.,
Matthew and Jane); the naming of Jane’s initial female accomplice, Mistress Blague, who later
deserts Jane in the midst of her great misfortune; and, most importantly for the purposes of this
essay, the depiction and commemoration of Jane Shore’s death, by which the northern suburb of
Shoreditch was alleged to have received its name.33 Heywood’s version of the Jane Shore legend
was, according to Harner, the first to offer this apocryphal etymology.34
Despite the fact that ‘The Woful Lamentation of Jane Shore’ substantially derives from
Heywood’s play, however, the ballad significantly departs from its source in both its depiction of
Jane Shore’s death and in its etymological commemoration of the manner and location of her
death. First, in Heywood’s highly sentimentalised treatment, Jane Shore reconciles with her
husband and they die side-by-side as ‘man and wife’.35 In the ballad’s depiction, by contrast,
Jane remains estranged from her husband at the time of her death. The ballad also features a
second part, in which Matthew Shore offers a moralising narrative of his own downfall that
further underscores the impact of Jane’s transgression (i.e., her ‘wanton’ behavior). Despite
having committed his own crime of ‘clipping gold in secrecy’, and despite being ‘by true Justice
judg’d to dye’, Matthew Shore’s part ends with a moral identical to his wife’s:
Thus have you heard the woful Strife,
That came by my Unconstant Wife:
Her fall, my Death, wherein is shew’d
The Story of a Strumpet lewd.
In hopes thereby some Women may
Take heed how they the Wanton [play]36
Although it is clearly indebted to Heywood’s play, then, the ballad’s unique treatment of the Jane
Shore legend emphasises her transgressions against the early modern social order.
32
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The degree to which ‘The Woful Lamentation’ negatively depicts Jane Shore’s transgressive
behaviour is also evident in the second major departure the ballad makes from Heywood’s
sentimental play: the ballad’s commemoration of the manner and location of her death. In
Heywood’s depiction, the association between Jane Shore and Shoreditch is positive. It is the
result of the people’s enduring love for her despite her past transgression, and it is furthermore in
defiant recognition of the ignominious and, significantly, unjust punishment to which Richard III
subjects her:
The people, for the love they bear to her
And her kind husband, pitying his wrongs,
For euer after meane to call the ditch
Shores Ditch, as in the memory of them.
Their bodies, in the Friers minories,
Are in one graue enterred all together.37
In the ballad’s version, however, this positive feeling of the people is entirely absent, and even
the ghost of Jane Shore herself acknowledges the justice of her abject punishment. During the
course of this punishment, she is reduced to begging for bread unsuccessfully in the streets of
London, and the only liquid nourishment she can find is ‘such as Channels yield’. Finally, she
suffers death in a carrion-infested, ‘loathsome’ ditch:
I could not get one bit of Bread,
Whereby my Hunger might be fed:
Nor Drink but such as Channels yield,
Or stinking Ditches in the field;
Thus weary of my Life at length,
I yielded up my vital strength,
Within a Ditch of loathsome scent,
Where Carrion-Dogs do much frequent,
The which now since my Dying-Day,
Is Shoreditch call’d as Writers say38
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The ballad’s commemoration of Jane Shore’s death, in marked contrast to the sentimental play,
focuses intently on the abject environmental conditions of the principal ditch in Shoreditch.
Furthermore, although the ditch alluded to in Heywood’s version is only geographically
coincidental, given its proximity to the ‘Friers minories’ where Shore and his wife receive a
proper burial, the play does help locate the physical ditch to which both allude in the Shoreditch
area of early modern London. The friary Heywood alludes to is the former Augustinian Friary of
Holywell, on which grounds Burbage’s Theatre was built in the late-Elizabethan period. Based
on a substantial body of evidence, which will be analysed further below in relation to the earliest
performances of Marlowe’s Edward II at the Theatre, there was during the late-Elizabethan
period a primary drainage ditch or sewer that ran north-south alongside the western border of the
dissolved Holywell priory. Conceivably, then, this is the exact same ditch described in such
abject, environmentally hazardous terms in ‘The Woful Lamentation’.
These two significant departures from Heywood’s play clearly situate the ballad within the
ideological framework of waste-management initiatives issued by London’s civic officials. The
ballad, in fact, makes the association between Jane’s transgressive behavior and her punitive
exposure to early modern sewage explicit. In the ballad’s second part, Matthew Shore locates the
spatial origins of his wife’s disorderly behavior, not in his goldsmith shop, but in the suburban
fields beyond the City wall:
No wife in London then had more;
And once a week to walk in field;
To see what pleasure it would yield.
But woe to me that liberty,
Hath brought me to this misery39
Rather than taking in pleasant and wholesome airs, Jane’s ‘wanton behavior’ leads her astray —
both socially and spatially. Her eventual subjection to early modern sewage is thus clearly
presented as the negative consequence of her transgressive social behavior.
However, even as it reaffirms the ideological link between sewage and social disorder, the ballad
draws explicit attention to the collectively inherited legacy of Shore’s punishment: the abject
hazards of the ditch in contemporary Shoreditch. The etymological origins of Shoreditch were
contested in the early modern period, as they remain to this day, and the ballad’s rewriting of
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Heywood’s etymology may be understood as a direct contestation of the meaning of social space
in Shoreditch.40 Refusing to allow the idealistic and sentimentalised elision of the ditch’s role,
the anonymous balladeer reframes Heywood’s etymology to focus on the contemporary,
environmentally degraded conditions of the ditch in Shoreditch. In juxtaposing the two terms to
provide the false etymology of ‘Shore’s ditch’, and also in staging the contents of the ditch
wherein Jane meets her death so explicitly, ‘The Woful Lamentation’ grants the ditch in
Shoreditch a co-generative agency in the commemoration of Jane Shore’s death, one that has
lasting socio-environmental implications. This co-generative agency would have been more
affectively powerful if the abject descriptions of the ditch were contemporary rather than
historical, and this is precisely what the logic of the ballad demands: a salient contemporary
description of the area’s principal ditch. Significantly, the London antiquarian John Stow offered
a competing, yet substantially similar, etymology in his Survey of London, when he suggests
Shoreditch had evolved from ‘Soerditch’, which had been in usage for ‘more than four hundred
yeares since’.41 Stow also uses the name ‘Soers ditch’ — i.e., Sewers Ditch — to describe
Shoreditch, especially the primary thoroughfare. This alternative usage lends credence to the
claim that the name Shoreditch was, in fact, derived from the area’s principal ‘common drain’, a
conspicuous, and evidently unwholesome, feature of the urban ecological landscape.42 Based on
the evidence of tactical changes outlined above, ‘The Woful Lamentation’ opportunistically
seizes pre-circulating cultural material from various discursive domains — civic waste
management initiatives, the socially contested etymology of Shoreditch, and the popularity of
Jane Shore — in order to draw attention to the contemporary concern over collective waste
exposure in early modern London.
In light of these tactical changes, how might contemporary audiences have responded to the
ballad’s exposure of Jane Shore to the environmentally degraded conditions of the principal ditch
in late-Elizabethan Shoreditch? Although the moralising framework grants the balladeer the
imaginative license to gratuitously expose the body of Shore’s wife to such degraded and
degrading conditions, it is also likely that countless members of the ballad’s audience (including,
perhaps, the anonymous composer) would have had first-hand experience of hazardous exposure
40
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to improperly disposed waste. In light of both the ideological association between excess sewage
and social disorder, and the contemporary relevance of the environmentally hazardous condition
of the ditch in Shoreditch, it seems likely that a continuum of affective responses was possible
among the ballad’s audience. These responses might have ranged from morally or sadistically
motivated contempt, on one end, to intense sympathetic identification with Jane Shore (despite
her transgressions) on the other, with most of the audience perhaps ambivalently situated
between these two poles.
The next section analyses similar tactical changes Marlowe introduces into his dramatic
adaptation of the tragic history of Edward II. In many respects, the play’s treatment of Edward II
is similar to the ballad’s treatment of Shore’s wife, and Edward II would have likely elicited a
similar — if amplified — range of affective responses in its earliest audiences. However, insofar
as Marlowe depicts the unjustified exposure to sewage as a generator of civic unrest that
eventually leads to civil war, and in light of the fact that he draws attention to the porous material
boundary between the performance space of the play and the wider environmentally hazardous
conditions of life in Late-Elizabethan London, the political implications of Marlowe’s extensive
staging of waste are substantially more subversive.

IV
As previous scholars have noted, despite a relatively small dramatic corpus, Christopher
Marlowe shows a persistent interest in waste and waste-waterways as threats to the body and the
body politic.43 In The Massacre at Paris, for example, two soldiers enter onstage with a corpse
and proceed to discuss how they might dispose of it in the least environmentally hazardous
manner possible (11.1–20), while in The Jew of Malta Barabas leads the invading Christian army
into Malta through the city’s sewer line (5.1.87–95). Without question, however, The
Troublesome Reign and Lamentable Death of Edward II represents Marlowe’s most sustained
dramatic engagement with the material and ideological dimensions of sewers and sewage,
including its pervasive presence in early modern London life.
Roger Sales was the first scholar to focus on the ideological import of the play’s dramatic staging
of Edward’s death in the ‘sink’ below Berkeley Castle. Sales notes that ‘sewers were inextricably
linked with crime and criminality [in the period, and furthermore that] Edward II places a
43
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monarch in a space that was associated with grotesque characters who threatened order and
stability’.44 To date, however, the most extensive analysis of the significance of sewage and
sewers in Edward II has come from queer historicists investigating the play’s interrogation of
early modern sexual and class politics.45 These investigations have demonstrated convincingly
that sewage, sodomy, and social disorder are inextricably linked in Marlowe’s play. For Jonathan
Crewe, the punishment to which the deposed king is subjected by Lightborne and his authorisers,
Isabella and Mortimer Junior, is convincing evidence of homophobia prior to the historical
invention of the ‘homosexual’ as a category of identity in the nineteenth century, which Foucault
famously analysed in The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1.46 According to Crewe, ‘a profound,
irrational, culturally induced masculine dread of penetration evidently infuses the rape-murder of
Edward’.47 Supporting Crewe’s analysis of the premodern strand of homophobia evident in the
mistreatment of Edward II, the principal historical sources upon which Marlowe draws for his
dramatic adaptation also explicitly call attention to the homophobic nature of Edward’s historical
punishment. Both Holinshed and Stow relate separate scatological tortures (emotional and
physical) to which the king is sadistically subjected.48
In his dramatic adaptation of these two historical sources, Marlowe consolidates these separate
accounts, incorporating the shaving of the deposed king with sewer or ‘channel-water’ from
Stow (Scene 23) and the anally-fixated torture and murder of Edward in the medieval sewer
below Berkeley Castle from Holinshed (Scene 25), thereby augmenting the prominence of
sewers in his play. Marlowe’s imaginative augmentation of the role of sewers, however, does not
44
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end there. David Stymeist has analysed the degree to which the description of Gaveston’s
offstage execution participates in the ‘social convention of the fitting end’, understood in the
context of early modern ritual executions for which the method of execution was expected to
symbolically fit the crime.49 Marlowe rewrites Holinshed on the manner of Gaveston’s death,
according to Stymeist, in order to emphasise the ‘base’ nature of Gaveston’s death in theatrical
performance.50 Marlowe also fittingly locates Gaveston’s death in an offstage ‘trench’. In
Stymeist’s analysis, ‘the image of the trench as type of open sewer or conduit creates a physical
site that parallels the locale of Edward’s own torture and execution and hints at and parodies the
kind of criminalised sodomitical acts of which he is accused’.51
Significantly, however, Marlowe’s imaginative augmentation of sewers in the staging of his play
extends even beyond the ritualistic punishment of Gaveston. There is one other major scene
depicting a character’s punitive subjection to early modern sewers and sewage in Marlowe’s
dramatic adaptation. That the character in question is the Bishop of Coventry and not Edward,
Gaveston, or Spencer Junior suggests that there may be an additional dimension to the
signification of sewers and sewage in the play that these queer historicist readings have not
previously considered. Indeed, one of the principal synonyms for a sewer in the period, ‘channel’,
appears numerous times throughout the play, as does the suggestive, repeated use of the word
‘brook’. In part through this additional, previously unanalysed language that metaphorically
evokes early modern sewage/sewers, as well as through staging techniques that spatially evoke
the presence of off-stage sewers that would have surrounded Burbage’s Theatre, the play would
likely have left its early modern audience with the uncomfortable feeling that there was no
escape from sewers and sewage for the duration of the play. This feeling, moreover, may have
continued even after the play was over for audiences as they exited the Theatre into the Finsbury
Fields.
Marlowe’s consolidated and augmented treatment of sewers and sewage in Edward II, I argue,
represents a tactical convergence of the homophobic, scatological modes of torture to which the
deposed king is subjected in the English chronicle histories and the contemporary issue of
improperly disposed waste as a matter of growing public concern in late-Elizabethan London.
Like ‘The Woful Lamentation’, Marlowe’s Edward II probes the ideological link between social
disorder and sewage through the gratuitous subjection of its socially transgressive figure to the
abject, environmentally hazardous conditions of early modern sewers. Moreover, composed at an
49
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historical moment when the civic regulation of waste proved increasingly ineffective due to the
city’s unsustainable population growth, Marlowe’s play ultimately disturbs the moralising
framework concerning Edward’s dramatic treatment by depicting waste exposure in the play
both as a symptom of social disorder (principally through the figure of Edward II) and as a cause
of widespread civic unrest. Indeed, the play’s precarious sense of social equilibrium is directly
and repeatedly tied to the pervasive, inescapable exposure to sewage in its material and
ideological dimensions.
As outlined above, miasmic theories informed the general understanding of waste as an
environmental hazard and material threat to human bodies in the period. Edward II clearly draws
upon language invoking a miasmic understanding of olfactory threats to individual and collective
bodies, especially in scenes involving the deposed king’s exposure to sewage and sewers. ‘But
can my air of life continue long / When all my senses are annoyed with stench?’ Edward asks his
captors (23.17–18). Just a few lines later, Edward begs for ‘water, gentle friends to […] clear my
body of foul excrements’ (23.26). This request is cruelly denied, for instead he is exposed to the
‘channel-water’ with which Matrevis and Gurney shave away his regal beard. The subsequent
scene of Edward’s murder presents the most extended use of olfactory language to depict
miasmic threats to Edward’s body. Marlowe begins the scene by calling attention in recognisably
miasmic terms to the degrading and environmentally hazardous conditions to which Edward’s
kingly body has been subjected:
MATREVIS

Gurney, I wonder the king dies not,
Being in a vault up to the knees in water,
To which the channels of the castle run,
From whence a damp ariseth
That were enough to poison any man,
Much more a king, brought up so tenderly.

GURNEY

And so do I, Matrevis. Yesternight
I open'd but the door to throw him meat,
And I almost stifled with the savor.
(25.1–9, emphases added)

Matrevis expects the ‘damp’ that ‘ariseth’ — i.e., the moist and corrupted air — to poison
Edward, as it would ‘any man’. Both ‘stifle’ and ‘savor’ situate the noxious air, or miasma, as
the principal bodily threat, which Gurney experiences alongside Edward. Even through the
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play’s spectacular subjection of the deposed king’s body to the fecal waste of his social inferiors,
then, Marlowe’s play demonstrates its concern for the hazards of waste exposure to ‘any man’ —
not just the ‘king brought up so tenderly’ (25.5–6).
As these scenes depicting the sadistic imprisonment and torture of Edward suggest, Edward’s
hazardous exposure to waste is not merely olfactory. When Edward questions whether Matrevis
and Gurney intend to ‘choke [their] sovereign with puddle water’, the possibility of gustatory
exposure is certainly raised, and in numerous other instances, the exposure to waste and sewage
is tactile as well. Edward is imprisoned ‘up to the knees in water, / To which the channels of the
castle run’ in the ‘sink’ below Berkeley Castle, and in the earlier scene in which Matrevis and
Gurney shave off his beard, Edward endures a mock-baptism into a highly destabilised social
world. Here, the former king’s face is exposed to the hazards of ‘channel-water’ even as he
bemoans that ‘excrements’ have fouled his body (23.27, 26).
Structurally, this scene in which Edward is stripped of his regal beard and forced to endure a
sadistic ritual of mock baptism echoes the opening scene of the play, when the newly crowned
Edward and recently recalled Gaveston exact their revenge on the Bishop of Coventry for his
role in exiling Gaveston while Edward’s father was king. As a prelude to stripping the Bishop of
his social title and property, Edward instructs Gaveston to ‘throw off [the Bishop’s] golden mitre,
rend his stole, / And in the channel christen him anew’ (1.186–187). This scene is crucial to
understanding the full signifying potential of sewers and waste for Marlowe and his
contemporary audiences for two principal reasons: it thematically establishes the association of
channels and social disorder/civic unrest, on the one hand, and simultaneously calls attention to
the porous material boundaries between the play’s first performance location and the wider urban
ecological environment of late-Elizabethan London, on the other.
Situated at the climax of the opening scene, this very early invocation of a channel establishes
the dramatic and thematic significance of the image of the channel to Edward II from the outset
of the play. As mentioned above, this opening scene also serves as a major dramatic counterpoint
to the later scene in which Edward suffers a similar form of humiliation and social degradation
when he has his beard shaven with ‘channel water’ (23.27). Given that the OED cites Marlowe’s
usage of ‘channel water’ in Scene 23 as the only recorded usage of this compound in the history
of the English language, it seems certain that he invents this phrase to serve his dramatic purpose
— namely, to echo the Bishop’s earlier, mock-baptismal subjection in the off-stage ‘channel’ at
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the hands of Edward and Gaveston.52 In both scenes, the victim in question is stripped of external
signs of his social status and identity: the mitre and stole in the Bishop’s case, the masculine,
regal beard in Edward’s.53 Each victim then becomes further socially degraded when he is forced
to endure a christening or mock-baptism in ‘channel water’.
The structural similarities between these two scenes (coupled with the reversal of Edward’s role,
from victimiser to victim) raise vexed interpretive questions regarding the play’s extensive
treatment of sewage and sewers. Do Gaveston and Edward implicate themselves in their own
subsequent subjection via channels and trenches, further supporting Stymeist’s reading that
Edward’s torture and both of their executions are in dramatic accordance with the social
convention of the ‘fitting end’? On the other hand, would the Bishop of Coventry’s status as a
Catholic figure in post-Reformation England have made him an easy dramatic target for ridicule
and contempt, thereby lessening the severity of Edward’s and Gaveston’s mistreatment of this
character?
Regardless of how one answers the above questions, this much seems certain: the fact that
Burbage’s Theatre was located within bounds of the former Holywell Priory — so named for a
naturally sourced baptismal/healing font located on the property grounds — clearly ironises the
Bishop’s imminent (offstage) ‘christening’ in a foul channel on that same property in the 1590s.
Stow’s late-Elizabethan description of this same ‘holy well’ further confirms the ironic potency
of Marlowe’s tactical spatial engagement. Stow begins by citing Fitzstephen’s twelfth-century
description of the holy well as ‘sweet, wholesome, and clear’, among the ‘most famous’ of all
the ‘special wells in the suburbs’ of London, before offering his own description of its unsavory
condition in the 1590s: ‘Holy well is much decayed and marred with filthiness purposely hid
there’.54
The references to channels and channel-water in the opening scenes as well as in scenes 23 and
25 also serve to highlight the recurrence of the word channel throughout Edward II. In Scene 4,
Edward reacts to the news that Gaveston has been banished (yet again) by imagining a series of
spectacular punishments to which he wishes to subject his political enemies and social
subordinates, namely the Catholic clergy and noble peers:
52
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How fast they run to banish him I love!
They would not stir, were it to do me good.
Why should a King be subject to a priest?
Proud Rome, that hatchest such imperial grooms,
With these thy superstitious taperlights,
Wherewith thy antichristian churches blaze,
I'll fire thy crazed buildings, and enforce
The papal towers to kiss the lowly ground,
With slaughtered priests make Tiber's channel swell,
And banks raised higher with their sepulchres!
As for the peers, that back the clergy thus,
If I be King, not one of them shall live.
(4.94–105, emphasis added)
In voicing his extreme displeasure at the clergy and noble peers who have supported Gaveston’s
banishment, Edward imagines excessive forms of punishment that are justified (in his mind, at
least), given the transgressions of the clergy and peers against his particular vision of the social
order — within which he (as king) clearly views himself as the figure of absolute authority. This
image of the channel’s liquid contents exceeding its material structure is fundamentally linked to
social division, destruction, and disorder: the imaginative swelling of Tiber’s channel results
from the blood of slaughtered priests. As discussed further below, this image may suggestively
recall the nearby slaughterhouse, which was also situated on the late-Elizabethan grounds of the
former Holywell property.
The other scene in which the image of a channel (also exceeding its structure) is evoked
metaphorically is likewise concerned with threats to the stability of the social order; even more
forebodingly, it is concerned with civic unrest, even the prospect of an English civil war. Having
just arrived on the shores of England in anticipation of waging war against the ‘misgovern’d’
king and his forces, Queen Isabella laments the imminent civil war, over the course of which ‘kin
and countrymen [will] / Slaughter themselves in others, and their sides / [will be] With their own
weapons gored!’ (17.9, 6–8). To conclude her lamentation, Isabella invokes her absent
king/husband, ‘Whose looseness hath betrayed [his] land to spoil / And made the channels
overflow with blood / Of [his] own people’ (17.11–12, emphasis added). Just after Isabella
expresses this thought, Mortimer Junior interrupts to assure her (and his companions-at-arms)
that they have arrived in England ‘by sufferance of heaven’ to redress Edward’s ‘open wrongs
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and injuries’ against ‘[them], his queen, and land’ (17.21–22). In this scene, just as in the one
previously cited, the metaphoric evocation of a channel whose contents are collective bodily
waste is fundamentally linked to a vision of social disorder, death, and destruction.55
Significantly, despite their structural similarities, these two evocations of metaphoric ‘channels’
in the play are expressed by opposing political parties: Edward, in the first instance, and Isabella
and Mortimer Junior, in the second. That both opposing parties would evoke the same image —
that of a channel whose bodily and bloody contents exceed its physical spatial boundaries —
shows how fundamentally the image of the ‘channel’ speaks to the play’s central thematic
concerns. Like the structural bookends depicting bodily exposure to channel waste/water, these
metaphoric uses of the word ‘channel’ incorporate (materially and ideologically) still more
characters into the play’s pervasive staging of hazardous exposure to sewage.
The word ‘brook’, although suggestive as another early modern analogue for ‘sewer’, is never
used as such in Marlowe’s play; nevertheless, its conspicuous repetition (the word appears seven
times, compared to five appearances of the word ‘channel’) is still suggestive given the fact that
each time the word is voiced, it is used to communicate that something cannot or will not be
digested — whether it is the insolence of the noble peers in Edward’s case, or the disorderly
dalliances of Edward’s relationship with Gaveston in the case of the noble peers. ‘Brook’ is
perhaps used most suggestively when Mortimer Junior, voicing what he claims is the opinion of
the common people, insists that they — like he and the other noble peers — ‘cannot brook a
night-grown mushroom’ (4.284). Mushrooms grow in manure, of course, and the 1594 quarto’s
original phrasing of ‘mushrump’ even more explicitly emphasises the link between fecal waste
and Gaveston’s disorderly social advancement.56 Mortimer’s usage notably contrasts with
Edward’s claim, less than fifty lines later, that the ‘gross vapours’ of their dispute have perished
in the sun (4.340).57 This truth claim immediately proves false, of course, as the social strife
between king and nobles resumes, suggesting also a return of the ‘gross [and miasmically
55
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hazardous] vapours’. Marlowe’s repeated usage of the work ‘brook’, by opposing political
parties no less, may have simultaneously evoked the intended meaning of digest, or refusal to
digest, and the alternative meaning of the small rivulet or waterway for his early modern
audience. This repetition is certainly more suggestive of such a connotation when considered
alongside his more explicit references to channels, in both a metaphoric and a literal sense.
Given the structural containment of Marlowe’s drama by the opening scene involving the Bishop
of Coventry’s subjection via sewage exposure and the two later scenes involving Edward’s
similar albeit more sadistic and spectacular subjection, and given the recurrence of ‘channels’
and ‘brook’, Marlowe’s play may be said to impress upon its audience that there is no escaping
sewage for the duration of the play’s performance. This feeling likely would have proved
inescapable for the play’s earliest audiences even upon exiting the Theatre, for in doing so they
would have moved from the performance space of Marlowe’s play into a wider urban ecological
environment in which sewers were conspicuously present. Significantly, Marlowe actually seems
to condition the play’s audience for this moment insofar as he repeatedly calls attention to this
porous material boundary between his play’s earliest performance location and the wider
environment. To return once more to the opening scene of Edward II: after the image of the
offstage channel is evoked, Edward and Gaveston discuss what to do with the socially degraded
Bishop:
GAVESTON
EDWARD

He shall to Prison, and there die in bolts.
Ay, to the Tower, the Fleet, or where thou wilt.
(1.196–97)

Their exchange thus situates this offstage channel between two concrete ordinal reference points
in the wider urban landscape of early modern London — the Tower to the south/east, and Fleet
Prison to the north/west (the Foss or moat surrounding which was, coincidentally, the target of
Edward III’s previously mentioned socio-environmental reform in 1355). The opening lines of
the next scene indicate that the Bishop is ultimately imprisoned in the Tower, further confirming
the spatial relationship between the wider urban environment located offstage and the action
being performed onstage within the playhouse (2.1–2).
In the play’s penultimate scene, Marlowe once more seems to invoke literal waterways
surrounding the built structure of the Theatre. Immediately following Lightborne’s murder of the
imprisoned Edward, Gurney stabs Lightborne in an effort to cover up their conspiracy to kill the
deposed king. Then Gurney indicates that he will ‘cast [Lightborne’s] body in the moat’ as he
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drags the body offstage (25.118). The image of a rotting corpse cast into the moat, or
surrounding waterway that bordered the built structure of the Theatre, draws attention to the
material (de)composition of human bodies as one form of non-fecal waste that could (and did)
make surrounding waste/waterways environmentally hazardous. Thus Marlowe not only evokes
imaginative channels glutted with human blood for his theatrical audience in Edward II; he also
invokes in a spatially self-conscious manner the literal sewers and channels that immediately
surrounded the play’s earliest performance site.
According to the 1594 title page of Marlowe’s Edward II, the play was ‘sundrie times publiquely
acted in the honourable citie of London’ by the Earl of Pembroke’s servants.58 If this title page is
historically accurate in its advertisement, then the play most likely would have been performed
by Pembroke’s Men at the Theatre at some point in 1592–93 when the theaters were not closed
as a result of a plague outbreak.59 Burbage’s Theatre, built in 1576, was situated between
Shoreditch to the east and Finsbury and Moorfields to the immediately to the west. Marlowe,
who lived immediately south of Shoreditch in Norton Folgate, was involved in a violent
altercation at the roadside ditch leading from Shoreditch to Finsbury in 1589, and was ‘[b]ound
over to keep the peace’ after brawling with constables in Shoreditch in 1592, would have known
the area well.60
Although the exact contemporary conditions of the area are impossible to definitively reconstruct,
recall the two highly suggestive (albeit competing) etymologies analyzed earlier—those
respectively offered in ‘The Woful Lamentation of Jane Shore’ and Stow’s Survey of London.
Both of these etymologies date from the 1590s and seem to indicate that Shoreditch was well
known, even infamous, for its waste-laden channels and sluice waterways. However dubious
they may be with respect to historical accuracy, they do nonetheless seem to offer an invaluable
glimpse into the abject ecological conditions of this suburban area of London during the lateElizabethan period. The other two neighborhoods immediately surrounding the Theatre, Finsbury
and Moorfields, were just as (if not more) infamous for their marshy fields and sluice waterways
as Shoreditch seems to have been. Here is Stow’s historical description of the
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Moorfields/Finsbury area, also from his Survey of London: ‘This fen, or moor field, stretching
from the wall of the city betwixt Bishopgate and the postern called Cripples gate, to Fensbury
and to Holy well, continued a waste and unprofitable ground a long time’.61 Stow then goes on to
cite the history of sixteenth-century civic initiatives intended to impose social and spatial order
on the area, only to lament the state of disrepair in his own day: ‘by degrees was this fen or more
at length made main and hard ground, which before being overgrown with flags, sedges, and
rushes, served no use; since the which time…[these grounds]…have been so over-heightened
with lay-stalls of dung, that now three windmills are thereon set; the ditches filled up, and the
bridges overwhelmed’ (emphases added).62
Evidently, however, civic officials and similarly civic-minded citizens undertook the reformation
of Moorfields in the first decade of the seventeenth century, so that it became better known for
its ‘pleasant walkes’ than for its unsavory, noxious ditches. Richard Johnson’s 1607 pamphlet,
which commemorates this civic undertaking through a dialogue between a Citizen of London
and a Country Gentleman, also bears witness to the area’s previous, environmentally degraded
condition. Among the attempts to reform this space included the building of a certain,
conspicuous pair of stocks, which were constructed in order to specifically ‘punish those that lay
any filthy thing within these fields, or make water in the same to the annoyance of those that
walke therein, which evill savors in times past have much corrupted mans senses, and supposed
to be a great nourisher of diseases’.63 The conspicuous presence of these stocks in Johnson’s text
suggests that the growing concern over the health hazards of improperly disposed waste in the
area was itself worthy of public commemoration.
In addition to these written historical accounts, two other visual accounts confirm the
prominence of ditches and open sewers in the suburban areas immediately surrounding the
property on which Burbage’s Theatre was built. The first is the so-called ‘North Section’ of the
Copperplate map, one of only three extant section plates from the large-scale map (from which
the less-detailed, yet fully extant, Agas map and Braun and Hogenberg map are believed to have
derived). The ‘North Section’ of the Copperplate map depicts the northern suburbs of Moorfields
and Finsbury, just west of where Burbage’s Theatre would have stood.64 In this scene, the
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Copperplate artist depicts two running channels along the winding road east of the windmills
(which are the same as those referenced in Stow’s aforementioned description). These two
channels, winding all the way up to the fork in the road, confirm that Burbage’s Theatre, which
was located to the northeast of this fork, would have been surrounded on nearly all sides by
channels, gutters, and open sewers. Although this c.1559 scene predates the 1576 construction of
the Theatre and although it also depicts these channels and gutters in the act of flowing (just as it
does the Walbrook and Town Ditch immediately north of the city Wall), Stow’s late-Elizabethan
account of the urban ecological conditions of these suburbs suggests that the experience of
walking to and from the Theatre would have been less than savoury and possibly even
environmentally hazardous for Marlowe’s contemporary audiences. So, too, does Sabine’s claim
that the problem of improperly disposed channel waste was most threatening to public health in
suburban areas beyond the City wall, as does the description of the pre-reformed state of
Moorfields prior to its cleansing and repaving in the early seventeenth century.

Figure 1: Detail View of the North Section of the Copperplate Map depicting Probable
Location of Burbage's Theatre. (c) Museum of London. Used with Permission.
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Secondly, in R.A. Foakes’s discussion of Abraham Booth’s late-Elizabethan sketch of the
Theatre and the Curtain in Shoreditch, the Renaissance theatre historian claims that there ‘was no
right of way to the Theatre from Holywell Lane, and [that] the main entrance seems to have been
from Finsbury fields, through a gate made in the brick wall marking the precinct of an old
nunnery’.65 On several reconstructed maps of this area as it would have appeared during the latesixteenth century, including ‘A Plan of Burbage’s Holywell Property’ by Joseph Quincy Adams,
that side of the priory property immediately bordered the Finsbury (or ‘Soer’) Ditch.66 It seems
then, to judge from Foakes’s claim in consultation with Adams’s reconstructed Holywell/
Theatre property site plan, that the only path into and out of the Theatre required the crossing of
this principal sewer/ditch, the unsavory and environmentally hazardous contents of which might
have exceeded its spatial boundaries on the nights of the earliest performances of Edward II —
especially if, as I have suggested above, this is the same early modern ditch whose contents are
so abjectly depicted in ‘The Woful Lamentation of Jane Shore’. Notably, Adams’s reconstructed
property survey also marks a second, relatively minor ditch that drained into the principal sewer
from the ‘Great Horse Pond’. This minor ditch ran directly past Stoughton’s slaughterhouse, a
fact Marlowe (and his earliest audiences) may have had in mind when he first evoked the
repeated images of channels whose imaginative bounds are exceedingly filled with human blood.
I have suggested above that the audience response to the spectacular subjection of the deposed
king to the fecal waste of his social inferiors would have likely elicited an affective response
similar to the audience’s reaction to the gratuitous depiction of Jane Shore’s death in ‘The Woful
Lamentation’. Insofar as the transgressive social figure in Marlowe’s play is the monarch rather
than the monarch’s mistress, however, the political implications are much more subversive —
especially when one considers that exposure to waste in the play is not only depicted as
ideologically justified (in the case of Edward II) but also as unjust both in a material sense and in
an imaginative one. Edward and Gaveston’s dubious subjection of the Bishop in the opening
scene to a mock ‘christening’ in channel water and Isabella’s lamentation concerning imaginary
channels glutted with the blood of Englishmen both depict the arguably unjust exposure to the
hazards of early modern sewage as a generator of civic unrest.
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Figure 2: Reconstructed Site Plan of Burbage's Theatre on the Site of the Former
Holywell Priory by Joseph Quincy Adams (Shakespearean Playhouses, 1917)

The implications of this reading, from a socio-environmental perspective, are profound. Given
that the play represents the unjustified exposure to hazardous waste as a generator of civic unrest,
and in light of the fact that Marlowe calls attention to the porous material boundaries between the
imaginative stage space and the materially hazardous environments of early modern London, the
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play quite viscerally registers — and amplifies — the growing controversy Sabine has identified
concerning the health hazards of public channels and ditches in the late-sixteenth and earlyseventeenth centuries. Marlowe’s play provocatively intimates that the stability of the
commonwealth depends on the common health of its population. To judge from various civic
initiatives dating from the early seventeenth century — the expansion of the Commission of
Sewers’ jurisdictional control over non-navigable ditches within two miles of London, the
increasing severity of punishments meted out for the failure to comply with waste-disposal
regulations, and the paving and cleansing of Moorfields — government officials were anxiously
aware of the precarious equilibrium of the social order in early modern London. The tactical
engagements of Marlowe’s play that I have analysed above — most notably leveraging
contemporary theories of body-environment interaction in order to situate the bodies of actors
and the audience in relation to the hazardous urban ecological environments surrounding the
Theatre — offer a representative example of Renaissance drama’s unique cultural potential to
mediate certain urban ecological and public health concerns confronting civic officials in the
growing metropolis.

V
Admittedly, the socio-environmental issue of collective exposure to waste was salient throughout
most parts of late-Elizabethan London, not just in the northern suburbs of Shoreditch, Finsbury,
and Moorfields. The 1605 Statute of the Sewers Act expanded jurisdiction over non-navigable
ditches, channels, and sewers in every direction, and extant wardmote returns (limited as they
may be) indicate that concerns over waste disposal were prevalent from the western ward of
Farringdon Without to the eastern one of Portsoken.67 Furthermore, proximity to open sewers
was not an exclusive reserve of Burbage’s Theatre and the nearby Curtain in Shoreditch. The
Agas map, despite its notable elision of the ditches surrounding the Holywell Priory property,
depicts a substantial number of Southwark sewers in close proximity to the Bankside theatres.
Moreover, according to visual reconstructions of the Rose based on archeological findings, there
also seems to have been a liminal sewer or ditch marking the entrance to Henslowe’s first
Bankside playhouse.68 Thus, performances in the 1590s of Marlowe’s The Massacre at Paris and
The Jew of Malta by the Admiral’s Men at the Rose also would have spatially engaged the
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audiences’ collective experiences of hazardous waste to a considerable degree.69 Nonetheless, in
light of the fact that Burbage’s Theatre was Elizabethan London’s first purpose-built commercial
playhouse, and in light the fact that Marlowe’s extensive staging of sewers tactically engages
with the Theatre’s surrounding urban ecological environment, this essay suggests certain critical
implications with respect to the potential of Renaissance theatrical performances more generally
to mediate certain ecological and public health issues confronting the city as a consequence of
intense urban and suburban development and exponential population growth.
The critical claim that the geographic marginality of Renaissance theaters made them ripe for
exploring the political, social, and economic pressures of the growing metropolis and its
evolving social structure, of course, is far from new. Steven Mullaney made just this claim in
The Place of the Stage nearly three decades ago. Although Mullaney’s work has proven to be
both enduring and highly influential, it has also been criticised in recent years for its monolithic
conception of the liberties as exclusively suburban locales. Mary Bly has argued for the need to
attend more particularly to the unique cultural and spatial dynamics of each of the various
liberties (and the performances spaces located therein) to more accurately reconstruct the ‘mental
cartographies’ of early modern London and more acutely discern early modern drama’s shaping
influence on those locations.70 More recently, Bruce Boehrer has also critiqued Mullaney’s
conception of the suburban liberties for its material indeterminacy:
[F]rom the standpoint of ecological concerns, […] the suburbs might be better understood
as an acquisitive processing zone, a belt of territory for the transformation of rural space
into urban space. […] Such change might naturally be of concern to a theatrical tradition
sited largely if not wholly […] at the point where the city’s consumption of the country
was most clearly on display.71
The critical interpretation offered in this essay affirms Boehrer’s primary claim concerning
Renaissance drama’s interest in environmental issues related to the city’s sub/urban development.
However, this reading also importantly raises the critical notion that historically situated
understandings of the body, which conditioned the cultural dynamics of popular dramatic
performance in the period, are a crucial consideration in the analysis of Renaissance theatre’s
unique ability to mediate urban ecological and public health issues confronting early modern
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London. It also demonstrates that the geographic marginality of public theaters made them
especially ripe for tactical spatial engagements of the kind Marlowe demonstrates in his staging
of the collective exposure to hazardous sewers and sewage in Edward II. In order to fully
recognise such tactical spatial engagements, however, we must attend to the particular urban
ecological conditions that immediately surrounded the various public and private theaters
throughout early modern London.
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